
Location Book Title Author Synopsis Genre eBook/Print A fav of... Also a fav of...

Authors / F Twa or eBook A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court Mark Twain Nineteenth-century mechanic Hank Morgan suffers a blow to the head and wakes up in King Arthur's 
Court where he tries to introduce modern technology and political ideas to the inhabitants. Humorous both Mr. Richard

Death/Drugs/Disease / F Age A Death in the Family* James Agee
Agee's portrayal of the sweetness of day-to-day familial relations are powerful and poignant. His 
masterfully drawn characters take on a haunting reality in this vivid recreation of life -- and sudden 
death.

Death & Grief print

Classic / F For A Passage to India* E.M. Forster Two women come to Chandrapore, India, and their lack of understanding of the culture causes one of 
them to make an unjust accusation. Classic print Mrs. Kimmelman

Authors / F Dic or eBook A Tale of Two Cities* Charles Dickens
A historical novel set in Paris and London during the French Revolution, in which a French nobleman 
renounces his position and leaves his country, then returns during the Terror to save the life of a 
servant, putting himself in grave danger.

Historical fiction both

SciFi / F Cro After the Snow S.D. Crockett
Fifteen-year-old Willo Blake, born after the 2059 snows created a new ice age, searches for his family, 
who mysteriously disappeared from their frozen mountain home, and encounters outlaws, halfmen, and 
an abandoned girl along the way.

Science fiction print

Fantasy / F Car or eBook Alice in Wonderland/Alice's Adventures in 
Wonderland Loius Carroll A little girl falls down a rabbit hole and discovers a world of nonsensical and amusing characters. Fantasy both Mr. Richard

Adventure/Action / F McC All the Pretty Horses* Cormac McCarthy
The story of young John Grady Cole, the last of a long line of Texas ranchers, who, along with two 
companions, sets off on an idyllic, sometimes comic adventure, to a place where dreams are paid for in 
blood.

Action/Adventure print

eBook Around the World in Eighty Days Jules Verne In 1872 Phileas Fogg wins a bet by traveling around the world in seventy-nine days, twenty-three hours, 
and fifty-seven minutes. Classic eBook Mr. Richard

Classic / F Vol or Teacher's 
Copy Candide Voltaire

A philosophical novel satirizing the optimistic creed "All is for the best in this best of all possible worlds," 
through the misadventures of Candide. Classic both

Classic / F Kip Captains’ Courageous Rudyard Kipling A sheltered American heir to a fortune is saved from drowning by a New England fishing schooner and, 
living amidst the shipmen, must learn to survive on his own strength. Classic print Mr. Richard

Historical Fiction / F Hic Carrying Albert Home : the Somewhat True 
Story of a Man, His Wife, and Her Alligator Homer Hickman The author uses his younger self to craft a story about marriage, alligators, and choices. Humorous print Mrs. Kimmelman

Historical Fiction / F Mic Centennial James A. Michener
The story of Centennial, Colorado, begins when the earth formed the area and ends in the 1970s with 
human disregard for its benefits and beauties, and also tells the history of relations between the white 
settlers and Native Americans.

Historical fiction print

Historical Fiction / F Cat Death Comes for the Archbishop Willa Cather The literal and spiritual journey of two French priests who come to the American Southwest as 
missionaries in the mid-1800s. Historical fiction print

SciFi / F Fra Dune Herbert Frank The story of a young prince, Paul Artreides, scion of a star-crossed dynasty, and of his journey from boy 
to warrior to ruler of a dying planet destined to become a paradise regained. Science fiction print Mr. Richard

Scifi / F Car Ender’s Game Orson Scott Card Young Ender Wiggin may prove to be the military genius Earth needs to fight a desperate battle against 
a deadly alien race that will determine the future of the human race. Science fiction print Mr. Richard

SciFi / F Bra Fahrenheit 451* Ray Bradbury A bookburning official in a future fascist state finds out that books are a vital part of a culture he never 
knew. He clandestinely pursues reading, until he is betrayed. Science fiction print Mr. Richard

Authors / F Lee Go Set a Watchman Harper Lee

In the mid-1950s, twenty-six-year-old Jean Louis Finch, "Scout," returns to Maycomb, Alabama, to visit 
her father, Atticus, but her homecoming turns bittersweet and her values and assumptions are thrown 
into doubt as she uncovers truths about her family, friends, and town which are exposed by civil rights 
tensions and political turmoil.

Historical fiction print

Humorous / F Bra Going Bovine Libba Bray Cameron Smith, a disaffected sixteen-year-old diagnosed with mad cow disease, sets off on a road trip 
with a death-obsessed, video-gaming dwarf he meets in the hospital in an attempt to find a cure. Humorous print

Authors / F Dic or eBook Great Expectations* Charles Dickens Pip, an orphan in Victorian England, learns that a mysterious benefactor has ensured that he will be 
educated and raised as a gentleman. Classic both Mrs. Kimmelman

eBook Gulliver's Travels* Jonathan Swift Shipwrecked Gulliver's encounters with the inhabitants of four places: Lilliput, Brobdingnag, Laputa, and 
the country of the Houyhnhnms. Classic eBook Mrs. Kimmelman Mr. Richard

Adventure/Action / F Mcc Heart of Darkness* Joseph Conrad
Marlow comes face to face with the corruption and despair that lies at the heart of human existence 
when he undertakes a journey on behalf of a Belgian trading company up the Congo River in search of 
the tormented white ivory trader, Kurtz.

Action/Adventure both

Classic / F Ell or eBook Invisible Man* Ralph Ellison In the course of his wanderings from a Southern Negro college to New York's Harlem, an American 
black man becomes involved in a series of adventures. Classic both Mr. Richard

Authors / F Bro or eBook Jane Eyre* Charlotte Bronte When a penniless governess falls in love with the brooding master of Thornfield, she is unaware of the 
tragic events that will follow. Classic both

SciFi / F But Kindred Octavia E. Butler A young African-American woman is mysteriously transfered back in time leading to an irresistable 
curiosity about her family's past. Science fiction print

Adventure/Action / F Con Lord Jim Joseph Conrad A man who has been branded a coward earns the respect of the Malay people. Action/Adventure print

Authors / F Gol or eBook Lord of the Flies* William Golding After a plane crash strands them on a tropical island while the rest of the world is ravaged by war, a 
group of British schoolboys attempts to form a civilized society but descends into brutal anarchy. Classic both

Death/Drugs/Disease / F Den Me, Myself and Ike K.L. Denman
Kit and Ike are obsessed with the idea of becoming the next "Ice Man" and leaving behind artifacts that 
reflect early twenty-first century life; and by the time their friends and family discover their plan, Kit and 
Ike begin their journey to a nearby mountain.

Diseases/Disorders print

Classic / F Ovi or eBook Metamorphoses* Ovid The modern, unacademic idiom of this translation of 'Metamorphoses' opens the way to a fresh 
understanding of Ovid's unique and elusive vision of reality. Classic both Mrs. Schoudt

Authors / F Mel Moby Dick* Herman Melville
The classic story of Captain Ahab and his obsession with a huge whale, Moby Dick. The whale caused 
the loss of Ahab's leg years before, leaving Ahab so crazed by his desire to kill the whale that he is 
prepared to sacrifice his life, the lives of his crew members, and even his ship to find revenge.

Classic both

Historical Fiction / F Nor Mutiny on the Bounty Charles Nordhoff Based on the mutiny against Lieutenant William Bligh, commanding officer of the Bounty in 1789. Classic print Mr. Richard
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Adventure/Action / F Geo My Side of the Mountain Jean Craighead George
A young boy relates his adventures during the year he spends living alone in the Catskill Mountains, 
including his struggle for survival, his dependence on nature, his animal friends, and his ultimate 
realization that he needs human companionship.

Action/Adventure print

Biography / 92 Wie Night Elie Wiesel In 1944 Romania, twelve-year-old Elie Wiesel fights to survive a Nazi death camp. Narrative Biography print Mr. Richard

Classic / F Ker On the Road Jack Kerouac

Follows the counterculture escapades of members of the Beat generation as they seek pleasure and 
meaning while traveling coast to coast. As he travels across 1950s America, aspiring writer Sal Paradise 
chronicles his escapades with the charismatic Dean Moriarty. Sal admires Dean's passion for 
experiencing as much as possible of life and his wild flights of poetic fancy.

Classic print

Death/Drugs/Disease / F Kes One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest* Ken Kesey The struggle for power between a head nurse and a male patient in a mental institution leads to a climax 
of hate, violence, and death. Diseases/Disorders print Mrs. Kimmelman Mr. Richard

Authors / F Aus or eBook Pride and Prejudice* Jane Austen In early nineteenth-century England, a spirited young woman copes with the courtship of a snobbish 
gentleman as well as the romantic entanglements of her four sisters. Classic both

 Adventure/Action / F Tul Red Sea Diane Tullson
When modern day pirates attack their boat, killing her stepfather, seriously injuring her mother, and 
taking most of their supplies, fourteen-year-old Libby has to nurse her mother, get the crippled boat 
running, and find the right course to safety.

Action/Adventure print

SciFi / F How Rootless Chris Howard
In a world devastated by war and disease, a young tree builder meets a girl with a strange tattoo and 
embarks on a journey to find the last living trees on Earth, but he must brave a barren wasteland where 
pirates, poachers, and man-eating locusts lurk.

Science fiction print

Authors / F Twa or eBook Roughing It Mark Twain Mark Twain's account of his transformation into a Westerner after he went to join his brother, a newly 
appointed federal official, in Nevada. Classic both

Classic / F Hes or eBook Siddhartha* Herman Hesse
A moral allegory, set in ancient India, about one soul's quest for the ultimate answer to the enigma of 
man's role in this world. The hero, Siddhartha, undergoes a series of experiences to emerge in a state 
of peace and wisdom.

Classic eBook Mrs. Kimmelman

SciFi / F Von or eBook Slaughterhouse Five* Kurt Vonnegut A fourth-generation German-American is tortured by his memories of the firebombing of Dresden in 
1944 which he witnessed while a prisoner of war. War both Mr. Richard

Historical Fiction / F Hil Someone Knows My Name Lawrence Hill

Kidnapped at the age of 11 by British slavers, Aminata survives the Middle Passage and is reunited in 
South Carolina with Chekura, a boy from a village near hers. Her story gets entwined with his, and with 
those of her owners: nasty indigo producer Robinson Appleby and, later, Jewish duty inspector Solomon 
Lindo. During her long life of struggle, she does what she can to free herself and others from slavery, 
including learning to read and teaching others to, and befriending anyone who can help her, black or 
white.

Historical fiction print

Historical Fiction / F Car Swim to Me : a Novel Betsy Carter

Desperate to compete with the newly opened Walt Disney World Resort, Miss Thelma Foote struggles 
to deal with the lack of business at Weeki Wachee Springs, while coping with the constant repairs, bills, 
and mischievous "mermaids," but everyone's luck takes a turn for the better when Delores Walker 
arrives from the Bronx to pursue her long-time dream of becoming a mermaid.

Historical fiction print

eBook Tap Out Eric Devine

Honest, raw, and thought provoking, the story of a teenage boy who finds escape through Mixed Martial 
Arts. Seventeen-year-old Tony is faced with domestic problems at home, and peer pressure on the 
streets. He's hoping a mixed martial arts class will help him balance things out and give him the courage 
to live his own life.

Sports eBook

eBook That Paris Year Joanna Biggar

In That Paris Year, five smart, adventurous young women arrive on the banks of the Seine in 1962 for 
their junior year abroad. What they get is an education of a different sort. As they move from the 
grueling demands of the Sorbonne by day to late nights of discovery in smoky cafes, the young 
Americans discover a mythical country shaped not only by the upheavals of history, but by the great 
French writers of the 20th Century, a place where seduction is intellectual as well as sexual. Ten years 
later, our narrator, J.J., is asked to speak at her old college on the virtues of going abroad. Draw.

Realistic eBook

Authors / F Twa or eBook The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn* Mark Twain Huck, in flight from his murderous father, and Jim, in flight from slavery, pilot their raft down the 
Mississippi River in search of freedom. Classic both Mr. Richard

Fantasy / F Coe The Alchemist* Paulo Coelho
Santiago, an Andalusian shepherd boy, sets out from his home in Spain to the Egyptian desert in search 
of buried treasure, but through his encounters with a Gypsy woman, a man who calls himself a king, and 
an Alchemist, he learns the value of the treasures found within himself.

Fantasy print

Classic / F Cho or eBook The Awakening* Kate Chopin Centers around Edna Pontellier and her struggle to reconcile her increasingly unorthodox views on 
femininity and motherhood with the prevailing social attitudes of the turn-of-the-century South. Classic both

Realistic Fiction / F Pla The Bell Jar Sylvia Plath Presents the American poet's semi-autobiographical account of Esther Greenwood, a talented writer 
who struggles for intimacy and meaning in her artist life. Realistic print

Authors / F Cha or eBook The Canterbury Tales* Geoffrey Chaucer The noble Knight, the tipsy Miller, the hypocritical Pardoner, the randy Wife of Bath, and other pilgrims 
trade stories on their way to the shrine of St. Thomas a Beckett at Canterbury. Classic both

Fantasy / F Pul The Golden Compass Philip Pullman Accompanied by her daemon, Lyra Belacqua sets out to prevent her best friend and other kidnapped 
children from becoming the subject of gruesome experiments in the Far North. Fantasy print Mr. Richard

Authors / F Ste or eBook The Grapes of Wrath* John Steinbeck The story of a farm family's Depression-era journey from the Dustbowl of Oklahoma to the California 
migrant labor camps in search of a better life. Classic both Mr. Richard

Authors / F Tol The Hobbit* J.R.R. Tolkien Bilbo Baggins, a Hobbit, wanted to be left alone but a wizard and a band of homeless dwarves draw 
Bilbo into a quest where he confronts evil orcs, savage wolves, and the great dragon Smaug. Fantasy print Mr. Richard

Mystery / F Doy or eBook The Hound of the Baskervilles Sir Arthur Conan Doyle Sherlock Holmes is asked to investigate the tale of a hound that haunts the lonely moors around the 
Baskervilles' ancestral home. Mystery both Mr. Richard

SciFi / F DuM The House on the Strand Daphne Du Maurier
Dick Young is lent a house in Cornwall by his friend Professor Magnus Lane where he agrees to serve 
as guinea pig for a new drug Magnus has discovered in his biochemical research, the effect of which is 
to transport Dick to the 14th century.

Science fiction print

Realistic / F Hos or Teacher's 
Copy The Kite Runner*  Khaled Hosseini

Amir, haunted by his betrayal of Hassan, the son of his father's servant and a childhood friend, returns 
to Kabul as an adult after he learns Hassan has been killed, in an attempt to redeem himself by rescuing 
Hassan's son from a life of slavery to a Taliban official.

Realistic print

eBook The Mighty Orinoco Jules Verne First English edition of a classic Verne adventure, with a unique feminist twist. Action/Adventure eBook
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Authors / F Hem The Old Man and the Sea Ernest Hemingway The Old Man and the Sea is the story of an epic struggle between an old, seasoned fisherman and the 
greatest catch of his life. Classic print

Fantasy / F Whi The Once and Future King T.H. White Tells the story of the youth and reign of King Arthur, the establishment of the Round Table, and the 
search for the Holy Grail. Fantasy print Mr. Richard

Fantasy / F Jus The Phantom Tollbooth Norton Juster
A bored young boy, Milo, drives his small electric car through a toy tollbooth and finds himself in the 
Land Beyond. A journey through a land where Milo learns the importance of words and numbers 
provides a cure for his boredom.

Fantasy print Mrs. Kimmelman

Classic / F Bun or eBook The Pilgrim's Progress John Bunyan A religious allegory which follows the trials and tribulations of Christian as he journeys to the Celestial 
City. Classic both

eBook The Princess in the Opal Mask Jenny Lundquist A princess and a servant unite and switch identities in order to prevent a war between neighboring 
kingdoms. Fantasy eBook

War / F Cra or eBook The Red Badge of Courage* Stephen Crane During his service in the Civil War a young Union soldier matures to manhood and finds peace of mind 
as he comes to grips with his conflicting emotions about war. War both Mr. Richard

SciFi / F McC The Road* Cormac McCarthy
At once brutal and tender, despairing and rashly hopeful, spare of language and profoundly moving, this 
work is a fierce and haunting meditation on the tenuous divide between civilization and savagery, and 
the essential, sometimes terrifying power of filial love.

Science fiction print Mrs. Kimmelman Mr. Richard

Fantasy / F Sha The Thin Executioner Darren Shan

In a nation of warriors where weakness is shunned and all crimes, no matter how minor, are punishable 
by beheading, young Jebel Rum, along with a slave who is fated to be sacrificed, sets forth on a quest 
to petition the Fire God for invincibility, but when the long and arduous journey is over, Jebel has 
learned much about fairness and the value of life.

Fantasy print

Short Stories / SC O'Br or 
eBook The Things They Carried* Tim O'Brien Heroic young men carry the emotional weight of their lives to war in Vietnam in a patchwork account of a 

modern journey into the heart of darkness. Short Stories both Mr. Richard

SciFi / F Wel The Time Machine H.G. Wells The Time Traveller journeys 800,000 years into the future and discovers two bizarre races at war on the 
Earth, the ethereal Eloi and the subterranean Morlocks. Science fiction print Mr. Richard

Fantasy / F Nif The Time Traveler's Wife Audrey Niffenegger
Clare and Henry, deeply in love, try desperately to maintain normal lives even though he has been 
diagnosed with Chrono-Displacement Disorder, a condition in which his genetic clock periodically resets, 
pulling him through time to the past or future.

Fantasy print

eBook The Wonderful Wizard of Oz L. Frank Baum After a cyclone transports her to the land of Oz, Dorothy must seek out the great wizard in order to 
return to Kansas. Fantasy eBook

Historical Fiction / F Ach or 
Teacher's Copy Things Fall Apart* Chinua Achebe Set in an Ibo village in Nigeria, the novel recreates pre-Christian tribal life and shows how the coming 

the white man led to the breaking up of the old ways. Historical fiction print

Historical Fiction / F Hos or 
Teacher's Copy Thousand Splendid Suns* Khaled Hosseini

A novel set against the three decades of Afghanistan's history shaped by Soviet occupation, civil war, 
and the Taliban, which tells the stories of two women, Mariam and Laila, who grow close despite their 
nineteen-year age difference and initial rivalry as they suffer at the hand of a common enemy: their 
abusive husband.

Historical fiction print

eBook Thunder over Kandahar Sharon E. McKay A powerful novel of enduring friendship set amid the terror and chaos of present-day Afghanistan. War eBook

Classic / F Gre Travels with My Aunt Graham Greene Henry Pulling, a retired manager, volunteers to accompany his aunt on a trip to Istanbul and soon 
becomes involved with an ill-assorted group of travelers on the Orient Express. Classic print

Adventure/Action / F Ste or 
eBook Treasure Island Robert Louis Stevenson An innkeeper's son finds a treasure map that leads him to a pirate's fortune and grave danger. Action/Adventure both Mr. Richard

Fantasy / F Rei Tripping to Somewhere Kristopher Reisz
High school friends Sam and Gilly steal a hidden cache of money from Gilly's dad and head to Atlanta 
where they embark on a search to find the Witches' Carnival, a magical party attended by beautiful 
people that has been going on for decades.

Fantasy print

SciFi / F Ver or eBook Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea Jules Verne A French professor and his companions, trapped aboard a fantastic submarine with the mad Captain 
Nemo, come face to face with exotic ocean creatures and strange sights hidden from the world above. Science fiction both Mr. Richard

Fantasy / F Ada Watership Down Richard Adams Chronicles the adventures of a group of rabbits searching for a safe place to establish a new warren 
where they can live in peace. Fantasy print Mrs. Kimmelman

Biography / 92 Pir Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance Robert M. Pirsig A father and his eleven-year-old son take a motorcycle trip across the country, and together, the two 
learn about life, love, and identity. Narrative Biography print Mrs. Kimmelman
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